● Be creative! But also be mindful of others - remember we are in a multiculturally diverse community - no discrimination/disrespect towards others will be tolerated.

● Take ownership of what you say - all anonymous videos will be deleted. Please show your face!

● ‘The Box’ is open for all to use and therefore should be kept clean and tidy. Please leave your snacks and beverages outside!

● Please do not vandalise ‘The Box’. All of your graffiti desires should be seen to elsewhere!

● Remember to take all of your belongings when you’re finished … Public Safety has enough stuff in its ‘Lost & Found’!

● Don’t record any inappropriate actions on video - we’re all grown-ups now, aren’t we? Anything inappropriate will be deleted.

● If there’s a queue, try not to take too long. We all have things to do and places to go!

● HAVE FUN USING ‘THE BOX’!